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Gene 
 Re: Flip Flopped the Pilot!  

Yes, please move it to the Ody forum. The horse has been kicked to death. I've 
seen plenty of offers to follow through with help and I hope the issue is resolved 
quickly. 
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Join Date: Jul 2006 
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AtvNut 
 Re: Flip Flopped the Pilot!  

Quote: 

were trying Gene 

 

__________________ 
I am therefore I race  
 
www.greatlakesoffroad.com 
www.quickieracing.com  

Originally Posted by Gene   
Yes, please move it to the Ody forum. The horse has been kicked to death. 
I've seen plenty of offers to follow through with help and I hope the issue is 
resolved quickly. 
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turbotexas 
 Re: Flip Flopped the Pilot!  

Quickie... How appropriate!  
No one goes to the quickie site! If you truly want to help go to Home To Pilot's And 
Odyssey's because ALL the history has been moved to the visitor section so you 
don't even have to use a fake name to post! 
I only saw blame games and offers of help second or third hand? Direct questions 
were sidestepped! Still don't know how or whwere my big hiem thing is supposed to 
be adjusted? 
See ya on the real pilot odyssey board! 
Home To Pilot's And Odyssey's where I saved this thread as a pdf file as I am sure 
the mods here will cave toi the few and far between who whine about this! 
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Gene 
 Re: Flip Flopped the Pilot!  

TT, I think the comment about caving is completely unncessary. You really need to 
think about how your message is received. 
 
Unlike some boards, this one is not run by meglomaniacal sociopaths bent on 
blocking, banning and beating. We are an alliterative group who prefer to manage, 
mentor and mash members to conform to our civil, comtemplative and conditional 
rules of membership. 
 
Alliteration works best in threes.  
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turbotexas 
 Re: Flip Flopped the Pilot!  

Oh Gene, richard has threatened to ban me so many times its not even funny 
anymore!  
I posted a video about a wreck I survived and atvmutt posted a snide remark and 
opened up this can of worms again! That's just his style, notice several other snide 
remarks directed at me in this thread alone! If ya'lls hoser envy is so rampant you 
can't see thru to that then I really don't know what to tell you! You have stooped to 
their level with the namecalling so we can mark up a win for the darkside! 
Grown men acting like this how funny! 
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kevin 
quesenberry 

 Re: Flip Flopped the Pilot!  

I actually read this entire thread...It was listed under Crash and Burn. Turns out it is 
more Crash and Bitch. The driver is not dead, and maybe the fabed parts weren't 
perfect. So be it. We are supposed to be here to help each other out, and maybe 
bench race. If I wanted to soil my mind with this much negativity, I'd spend another 
weekend with my in-laws. Just my opinion, but I am fairly sure I am not alone. Go 
out, and get back to ridin' or racin'. 
__________________ 

...it's only a flesh wound...  
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AtvNut 
 Re: Flip Flopped the Pilot!  

Quote: 

I am only able to read the visitors section I still cannot post so I can see why you 
would want to go there. again one more time lets take this to the quickie board as 
the real pilot odyssey board is dead. If you do not want to meet up there then this 
subject is resolved and will be considered dead. Any further action by you will be 
considered hostile and treated as so 
__________________ 
I am therefore I race  
 
www.greatlakesoffroad.com 
www.quickieracing.com  

Originally Posted by turbotexas   
Quickie... How appropriate!  
No one goes to the quickie site! If you truly want to help go to Home To 
Pilot's And Odyssey's because ALL the history has been moved to the visitor 
section so you don't even have to use a fake name to post! 
I only saw blame games and offers of help second or third hand? Direct 
questions were sidestepped! Still don't know how or whwere my big hiem 
thing is supposed to be adjusted? 
See ya on the real pilot odyssey board! 
Home To Pilot's And Odyssey's where I saved this thread as a pdf file as I 
am sure the mods here will cave toi the few and far between who whine 
about this! 
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turbotexas 
 Re: Flip Flopped the Pilot!  

Oh come on jeff we all know you come over to the only remaining pilot odyssey 
board!  
You are so imature but thank you so much for the laugh! Ask 
hoodlum/rooky/redman how easy it was to catch him playing childish games posing 
as someone else!  
You can view the thread on how we busted him in the visitors area too! No doubt 
you have read it! 
With the talent we have on Home To Pilot's And Odyssey's your fake name won't be 
hard to find either! Ask bugpac/reggie how he got busted spying on us in. The 
chatroom! Lol we used to make stuff up just to catch you trolls! Ask steve about 
his .009 cylinder wall clearances! Lol I will ask hoser if you have been banned under 
your atvnut handle but I bet not! Your name would be a different color if iut was! 
So I take it by your childish threat I should be expecting a letter or phone call from 
the michigan states attorneys office?  
I politely asked you to stay out of my conversation with steve, and even asked the 
moderators to do the same, as I have been requested/demanded to stay out of 
steves but I can see I am up against a loaded deck! Lol I don't mind! You're not 
much of a challenge intelectually! Every time you post you belittle yourself and 
aftershock motorsports!  
Have a good evening! 
 
 
 

Quote: 

Originally Posted by AtvNut   
I am only able to read the visitors section I still cannot post so I can see 
why you would want to go there. again one more time lets take this to the 
quickie board as the real pilot odyssey board is dead. If you do not want to 
meet up there then this subject is resolved and will be considered dead. Any 
further action by you will be considered hostile and treated as so 
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Bugpac 
 Re: Flip Flopped the Pilot!  

Who is reggie? I haven't been to the mother ship in well over a yr, Dont care to.. 
Nothing there I need to learn, and the hospitality sucks.. I'm not getting on my 
knees to have a old washed up has been tell me what to do..  
 
Thank you very much. 
__________________ 
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Ozpilot 
 Re: Flip Flopped the Pilot!  

Turbotexas. (that's not name calling - I'm just repeating the name you have chosen 
- so don't blame me if it suddenly seems stupid to you too). 
 
I don't know why you come on here telling us you and others publish made up 
material on a site that people go to for help. People that are untruthful don't 
impress me. 
 
I don't know why you widely publish the fact you cannot get a suspension kit to 
work (even with the help of others you say know whet they are doing) when plenty 
of others can.  
 
I don't know why you think a kit like the one you bought should be guaranteed to 
be idiot proof. 
 
I don't know why you make so much of a crash that seems to me (based on what 
you have published) to be one that wouldn't have happened if the pilot handled well 
and had decent suspension and you could drive it with a reasonable level of skill 
and judgement. 
 
I do know you are a pain.  
 
I am glad your pilot did not have any Aftershock items fitted at the time of the 
crash. Although the crash may not have happened if Aftershock suspension had 
been fitted, I suspect the Aftershock item (whatever it may have been) would 
probably have been blamed for the crash. 
 
The reason I have not gone to the imposters pilot site for years is to avoid people 
like you. I can see you would fit in well there. The real pilot site was much better 
after the imposter and some of his followers left. It was a shame the real site 
closed.  
 
I really think your life and those of others would be happier if you stayed at the site 
you love so much. I'll promise not to go there. I like it here lots more when it is not 
littered with threads like this one. 
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